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Surface oxygen vacancies in gold based catalysts
for CO oxidation

F. Romero-Sarria,*a J. J. Plata,b O. H. Laguna,a A. M. Márquez,b M. A. Centeno,a

J. Fdez Sanzb and J. A. Odriozolaa

Experimental catalytic activity measurements, diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier spectroscopy, and density

functional theory calculations are used to investigate the role and dynamics of surface oxygen vacancies in

CO oxidation with O2 catalyzed by Au nanoparticles supported on a Y-doped TiO2 catalyst. Catalytic activity

measurements show that the CO conversion is improved in a second cycle of reaction if the reactive flow is

composed by CO and O2 (and inert) while if water is present in the flow, the catalyst shows a similar

behaviour in two successive cycles. DRIFTS-MS studies indicate the occurrence of two simultaneous

phenomena during the first cycle in dry conditions: the surface is dehydroxylated and a band at 2194

cm�1 increases (proportionally to the number of surface oxygen vacancies). Theoretical calculations

were conducted in order to explain these observations. On one hand, the calculations show that there is

a competition between gold nanoparticles and OH to occupy the surface oxygen vacancies and that the

adsorption energy of gold on these sites increases as the surface is being dehydroxylated. On the other

hand, these results evidence that a strong electronic transfer from the surface to the O2 molecule is

produced after its adsorption on the Au/TiO2 perimeter interface (activation step), leaving the gold

particle in a high oxidation state. This explains the appearance of a band at a wavenumber unusually high

for the CO adsorbed on oxidized gold particles (2194 cm�1) when O2 is present in the reactive flow.

These simultaneous phenomena indicate that a gold redispersion on the surface occurs under reactive

flow in dry conditions generating small gold particles which are very active at low temperature. This fact

is notably favoured by the presence of surface oxygen vacancies that improve the surface dynamics. The

obtained results suggest that the reaction mechanism proceeds through the formation of a peroxo-like

complex formed after the electronic transfer from the surface to the gas molecule.
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Introduction

In the eld of catalysis by gold, CO oxidation is among the most
studied reactions due to the high activity of gold-based catalysts
in this process.1–6COabatement from the atmosphere or fromgas
streams feeding fuel cells is akey factor in thedevelopmentofnew
technologies for environmental applications.7–9 Therefore,
aspects related to themechanismof theCOoxidation reaction10–14

on gold-based catalysts such as gold particle size,15–18 gold
oxidation state,19,20 the role of the catalytic support18,21,22 and the
presence ofwater in the reactiveow11have beenwidely treated in
literature. Some authors observed that gold oxidized species are
themost active ones showing also the highest thermal stability.23

However, in situ studies showed that metallic gold is the only
species on the catalyst surface under reactive conditions.24

According to Minato et al.,25 the presence of sites with high
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electronic density on the surface is essential to the occurrence of
the CO oxidation since the electronic transfer from these sites to
the oxygen 2p* antibonding orbital is necessary for its activation
(rate-determining step). These authors observed the presence of
gold species in different oxidation states and the modication of
them during the reaction. A general agreement exists on a Lang-
muir–Hinshelwood mechanism, in which, both the oxygen and
theCOare adsorbedon the surface to react in a further step giving
rise to CO2. The sites for the CO adsorption are well dened: gold
nanoparticles.26 However, the sites for the oxygen activation are
uncertain because they depend on the nature of the catalytic
support.27 Analyzing the sites on which the oxygen is activated,
Schubert et al.28 classied the supports as “inert” and “active”.
Generally, it is considered that an inert support does not partic-
ipate in the reaction and both oxygen andCO adsorption proceed
on the gold nanoparticles. In contrast, “active” supports provide
sites for the oxygen activation, generating active species to the
oxidation.29This classication is based on the redox properties of
the supports, being the reducible ones called “actives” and the no
reducible ones “inerts”. On this basis, gold particle size is a
determining parameter in the reactivity of gold supported on
RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 13145–13152 | 13145
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Fig. 1 Light-off curves for two successive cycles of reaction in dry and
wet conditions using the AuTiY6 catalyst.
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“inert” materials given that the adsorption proceeds on the
metallic particles, while its inuence should be less important for
active supports, in which, the role of the support becomes more
important. More recent works propose that the presence of
oxygen vacancies in the support (reducibleor irreducible) has also
an important inuence on the catalytic activity in CO oxidation.
Studies of this reaction using an inert support (calcium
hydroxyapatite) evidenced that the creation of structural oxygen
vacancies by removal of hydroxyl/carbonate groups from the
support structure increases theCO conversion rate.30 In this case,
the interaction of gaseous O2 with the oxygen vacancies created
in the support, generates peroxide species that are responsible for
the high CO conversion detected at room temperature.

The effect of the oxygen vacancies has also been observed in
reducible supports. Hernández et al.31 prepared and studied
catalytic supports by doping ceria with variable amounts of
europium. Raman studies evidenced that the isomorphous
replacement of Ce4+ ions by Eu3+cations resulted in a solid
solution in which, oxygen vacancies are created in order to
maintain the charge equilibrium. An estimate of the oxygen
vacancies density revealed that it is proportional to the amount
of doping element. The oxygen vacancy density and the
measured CO conversion correlate fairly well. Moreover, Raman
analysis of the supports and catalysts shows that surface oxygen
vacancies disappear on adding gold to the support, suggesting
that this type of defect acts as nucleation sites for gold, as
previously reported by other authors.32

Modications of the CO conversion in successive reaction
cycles have also been associated to the surface dynamics
promoted by the presence of oxygen vacancies.33 It has been
observed that this promotion is higher when the oxygen vacan-
cies are located on the surface of the solid.34 Therefore, knowl-
edgeabout the roleof surfaceoxygen vacancies in themechanism
of the CO oxidation reaction is a key point in the design of new
active catalysts for environmental applications. However, some
aspects related to the surface dynamics, intermediate of reaction
and the inuence of water on the CO conversion are still unex-
plored in solids containing oxygen vacancies.

Based on this interest, supports consisting in titania doped
with yttrium were prepared and characterized in a previous
work.34 In brief, XRD analysis of the solids calcined at 300 �C
evidenced that anatase is the only crystalline phase present if
the yttrium content ranges from 0 to 11 wt%. In situ studies
showed that the anatase to rutile phase transformation is
produced at temperatures higher than 500 �C when yttrium is
present. DFT calculations suggested that Y is mainly located on
the surface of the solid in such a way that the oxygen vacancies
created by doping are also on the surface. Catalytic results
demonstrated the positive effect of the yttrium content on the
CO conversion at low temperature, being the most active solid
that with the higher amount of yttrium. This fact was explained
by the role of the oxygen vacancies as gold nucleation centres: a
high number of oxygen vacancies on the surface induces the
formation of very small gold particles with high activity at room
temperature, as previously reported in literature.4 Starting from
these observations, measurements of the catalytic activity in
successive cycles of reaction in presence and absence of water in
13146 | RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 13145–13152
the reactive ow, DRIFTS-MS studies and DFT calculations are
combined in the present work to investigate the role of the
surface oxygen vacancies in the reaction mechanism, the effect
of the water and if possible, the most active gold oxidation state.

Results and discussion

TiO2–Y (6 wt%) support was tested in the CO oxidation reaction.
The obtained conversions were lower than 1% at 300 �C, but the
gold incorporation to the solid notably improves the CO conver-
sion. Light-off curves in two successive cycles of reaction in dry
(3.4%COand21%O2, balancedbyHe) andwet (3.4%CO, 21%O2

and 2% H2O balanced by He) conditions are presented in Fig. 1.
In dry conditions, the CO conversion at 30 �C is around 3% in

the rst cycle and it increases to about 10% in the second one. At
higher temperatures, the CO conversions measured during the
second cycle decreases in relation to that obtained for the rst
one. According to Simakov et al.,35 the activity at low temperature
is due to the presence of Aun

d+ or Au0 clusters with diameter
smaller than 1 nm, while the conversion of CO at high temper-
ature is associated to the presence of gold nanoparticles with
sizes between 2 and 20 nm. Considering these ideas, the light-off
curves shown in Fig. 1 suggest that modications of the gold
particle size and/or gold oxidation state are produced during the
rst cycle of reaction (thermal treatment under dry ow).

Fig. 1 also includes the light-off curves obtained in wet
conditions. In this case, the CO conversion in all the range of
temperature appreciably decreases if compared to dry condi-
tions, meaning that water inhibits the reaction in some extent.
Studies by Daté et al.36 pointed out that the presence of water in
the reactive ow has a positive effect if the concentration is
lower than 200 ppm, while a higher amount of moisture in the
ow results in a decreasing of the CO conversion due to the
blockage of the active sites on the surface. In our case, the water
amount is higher than 200 ppm and a negative effect is expec-
ted, as observed in Fig. 1. No modications are detected in the
second cycle of reaction regarding the rst one, meaning that
the solid is not strongly modied under wet conditions. That is,
the presence of water could inhibit the creation of gold particles
actives at low temperature by modication of the oxidation state
and/or particle size, as observed in absence of water.

In operando DRIFTS-MS studies were conducted in order to
get insight into the modications observed in dry conditions. At
the beginning of the reaction (room temperature), the formation
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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ofmonodentate carbonate species (bands around 1504 and 1400
cm�1) was detected on the surface.37The intensity of these bands
decreased with the temperature until their practical disappear-
ance at about 200 �C.

In the carbonyls region only one band at 2194 cm�1 was
detected at the highest temperature (300 �C). A band at a similar
frequency has been attributed to CO adsorbed on Ti4+ in Au/
TiO2 catalysts at �183 �C and at room temperature.38 The van-
ishing of this band at higher temperatures evidenced the low
thermal stability of these species.38,39 Risse et al.40 prevents
against tempting to assign high frequency CO bands to the
presence of point defects on the surface, since point defects on
ionic oxides, results in negatively charged Au particles exhibit-
ing a red shi of the CO stretching band by 40–100 cm�1

depending on particle size.41 Moreover, a band at 2195 cm�1

was observed for Au+(CO) clusters isolated in superacid
matrices42 Hadjiivanov and Vayssilov39 reports that gold forms
non-classical ionic carbonyls, Aud+–CO species, characterized by
IR stretching modes at 2190–2176 cm�1. Considering the
composition of our catalyst, only Ti4+ and gold species are
available to adsorb CO giving a band in the 2200–2000 cm�1

region. Given that Ti4+–CO species are unstable at temperatures
higher than room temperature, the assignment of the 2194
cm�1 band to CO adsorbed on gold species in high oxidation
state seems to be preferable,43 even if the typical band of CO
adsorbed on oxidized gold species are usually observed at lower
wavenumbers.32 This attribution will be discussed considering
the results from DFT calculations.

When the temperature in the reaction chamber is constant
(300 �C), and the steady state seems to be attained, some
modications in the carbonyls and hydroxyls regions are still
observed. In order to properly detect these modications, the
spectrum of the surface recorded once the temperature reached
300 �C is subtracted from the spectrum aer 40 minutes at 300
�C (under reactive ow). Two simultaneous modications are
observed, Fig. 2: the intensity of the band at 2194 cm�1

increases and that of the feature at 3660 cm�1 decreases.
This last band corresponds to hydroxyls groups in adjacent

unit cells of the titania surface.44 This evidences the surface
dehydroxylation, probably due to the kinetic of the process
starting at 300 �C and strongly inuenced by the atmosphere45

and/or by reaction.46 Assuming that the band at 2194 cm�1 is
due to CO adsorbed on gold species, the observed increasing in
the intensity with time has to be related to an increase in the
Fig. 2 Modifications of the surface after 40 minutes at 300 �C under
reactive flow (difference spectrum taking as reference the spectrum of
the surface after 0 min at 300 �C under reactive flow).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
number of gold adsorption sites, whichmay only be explained if
a gold redispersion on the surface proceeds in these conditions.
It is worth noting that gold nanoparticles cannot be seen in high
resolution TEM images (not shown) of the catalyst aer reaction
which supports the gold redispersion process. Therefore, we
can propose that at 300 �C, under the reaction atmosphere, the
dehydroxylation of the surface is simultaneous to the gold
redispersion on the surface. The high wavenumber observed
suggests that the gold species are in a high oxidation state.

Gold redispersion has been previously observed, for example,
in an Au/CeO2 catalyst during the reduction with CO at 300 �C,
and it was related with the creation and mobility of oxygen
vacancies on the surface.33 In order to verify this idea, and to nd
the relation existing between the density of oxygen vacancies and
the gold redispersion, the area of the band at 2194 cm�1 was
represented as a function of the time (temperature, ow and CO
conversion are constants) for catalysts containing different
amounts of doping agent and they are shown in Fig. 3.

The evolution of these curves represents the modication of
the relative number of gold sites on the surface with time and
therefore, the slopes of these curves give a semi quantitative
measure of the surface gold redispersion rate. It is observed that
the redispersion rate is higher as the Y load increases, suggesting
that this phenomenon (gold redispersion simultaneous to the
surface dehydroxylation in all the cases) is strongly related to the
surface density of oxygen vacancies. Since a gold redispersion
implies smaller gold particles, aer the rst cycle of reaction, a
more active catalyst at low temperatures should be obtained, as
observed in Fig. 1. In relation to the water effect, it must be
considered that thepresenceofwater in the reactiveowhampers
the surface dehydroxylation by modication of the equilibrium
adsorption–desorption between the surface and the gas phase.
This explains the loweractivity observed inwet conditions (Fig. 1).

In summary, experimental results in steady state conditions
show the presence of a band attributed to CO adsorbed on gold
species in high oxidation state, at a wavenumber unusually high
(2194 cm�1) that increases with the surface dehydroxylation
degree at a rate proportional to the Y content.

In order to explain the simultaneous processes and the
attribution of the band at 2194 cm�1, theoretical calculations
were carried out.

Results from a previous paper4 have shown that the adsorp-
tion of a single Au atom on hydrated models of the Y-doped
anatase (101) surface is exothermic by�0.47 eV if the gold atom
Fig. 3 Evolution of the area of the band at 2194 cm�1 with time for
catalysts containing different amounts of Y (catalysts under reactive
dry flow at 300 �C).

RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 13145–13152 | 13147
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sits on the surface and�0.42 eV if the gold atom is adsorbed on
an oxygen vacancy (Ov) site, displacing an hydroxyl group to a
surface Ti site. The small difference between these two possi-
bilities means that, at least from a thermodynamic viewpoint,
there should be a competition between the gold atoms and the
OH to occupy the surface Ov sites. Moreover, when the surface
gets dehydroxylated, the adsorption energy of a single gold atom
at the Ov site increases notably to �0.81 eV. While the numbers
are different, the tendency is the same when small Au4 nano-
particles (NP) are considered: the adsorption energies on the
hydroxylated surface are similar�1.96/�2.01 eV (when gold/OH
occupies the Ov site) and increases (to �2.39 eV) for Au4
adsorption on the Ov site in a dehydrated surface model. These
data endorse the previous experimental interpretation at a
microscopic level: during the reaction cycle, and as the system
temperature is increased, the surface gets dehydroxylated, more
Ov sites are exposed and the gold particles diffuses to occupy
these newly available and thermodynamically more stable sites.
Hence, the energetics of Au and Au4 NP on the catalyst surface,
as obtained in our DFT calculations, is consistent with the
experimentally observed gold redispersion over the dehydroxy-
lated support surface.

However, these same theoretical calculations predict a
surface to Au/Au4 charge transfer upon adsorption at the Ov site.
These results are clearly inconsistent with the experimental
observation of a gold species in a high oxidation state (as
concluded from the 2194 cm�1 CO vibrational frequency) and a
closer investigation of the microscopic mechanism of the CO
oxidation reaction is in order. Since experiments are carried out
in a ow containing 20% O2 and 3.4% CO, the adsorption of
both molecules on the surface were studied.

Table 1 collects the results (adsorption energies, Bader
charge analysis, CO bond distance, and CO stretch vibrational
frequency) for CO adsorption on Au4 NP supported on the
different considered models of the anatase (101) surface. In all
cases, different coordination geometries were considered and
only the results corresponding to the most stable conguration
are presented. As expected, CO always acts as a monodentate
ligand and preferentially binds undercoordinated Au atoms.
Adsorption energies are moderately high, from �1.30 eV to
�1.47 eV, but increases to�1.84 eV in the hydratedmodel of the
Y-doped TiO2 surface when the gold NP sits on the Ov site.

In all cases, the computed Bader charge for the CO molecule
is less than 0.001|e|. This means that the amount of s-donation
is equal to the p-backdonation. The small increase in the CO
Table 1 Computed CO adsorption energies, Bader charge on Au4 NP
before CO adsorption (ini.) and after CO adsorption (fin.), CO bond
distance and CO stretch vibrational frequency on different TiO2

surface models

Model Eads eV qAu (ini.) qAu (n.) dCO Å nCO cm�1

TiO2 �1.38 +0.01 +0.23 1.153 2056
TiO2 (H2O) �1.47 �0.04 +0.22 1.150 2086
Y–TiO2 �1.30 �0.01 +0.18 1.150 2076
Y–TiO2$3H2O (Au) �1.84 �0.14 +0.24 1.150 2081
Y–TiO2$3H2O (OH) �1.46 �0.04 +0.20 1.148 2098

13148 | RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 13145–13152
bond distance (0.006–0.011 Å) shows that this latter contribu-
tion to the Au–CO bond is small, as could be expected in the
case of an Aud+–CO complex.

In fact, the computed Bader charges for the Au atom bonded
to the CO show that, while initially the atom is negatively
charged or neutral, aer CO adsorption the Au atom is always
positively charged. The computed CO stretch wavenumbers
agree with the presence of a positively charged gold species. In
all cases, the computed wavenumbers are between 1960 cm�1

and 2192 cm�1, the computed CO stretch frequencies for iso-
lated Au–CO and Au+–CO complexes with the same theoretical
approach.47 Closer examination of the Bader charge analysis
shows that, upon CO adsorption, there is a charge reorganiza-
tion inside the Au NP: the s lone pair of the CO molecule
polarizes the electron density of the Au NP towards the Au
atoms that are in contact with the support surface, while the Au
atom bonded to the CO molecule remains positively charged.
This charge reorganization, and the higher electron density in
the Au atoms that sit near the Ov sites, has an important
implication on the adsorption and reactivity of the O2 species,
as we will now show.

Adsorption energies, Bader charge analysis, and O–O bond
distances for the interaction of an O2 molecule with the Au4 NP
deposited on the different surface models under consideration
are presented in Table 2.

As for CO adsorption, different coordination geometries have
been considered but only the most stable ones are presented. In
those congurations designed as “top” the O2 molecule is
interacting only with the gold NP atoms, while in those designed
at “bottom”, the O2 molecule is simultaneously coordinated to
the gold NP and to the support surface (see Fig. 4).

This last conguration is the most stable in all surface
models considered, with adsorption energies higher than �1.0
eV in the two dehydrated TiO2 surface models (undoped and
Y-doped) and higher than �2.0 eV in the hydrated Y-doped
surface model when the Au NP sits on the Ov site. As the charge
analysis shows, there is a direct relationship between the O2

adsorption energy and the amount of charge transferred to the
O2 molecule. In all cases, the charge transfer takes place from
the Au NP to the O2 molecule and is larger when the Au NP is
sitting on the Ov site. Moreover, this charge transfer has an
important effect in the O2 molecule activation: the electron
and O–O bond distance on different TiO2 surface models

Model Site Eads/eV q (O2) dO–O/Å

TiO2 Top �0.32 �0.18 1.282
Bottom �1.22 �0.52 1.325

TiO2 (H2O) Top �0.12 �0.20 1.273
Bottom �0.70 �0.64 1.433

Y–TiO2 Top �0.06 �0.22 1.271
Bottom �1.09 �0.83 1.419

Y–TiO2$3H2O (Au) Top �0.53 �0.35 1.285
Bottom �2.20 �1.03 1.471

Y–TiO2$3H2O (OH) Top �0.35 �0.13 1.268
Bottom �0.41 �0.26 1.273

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 4 Supercell models used for the O2 adsorption on the Au4 NP
supported on the Y-doped hydrated TiO2 (101) anatase surface. Atoms
colors: Ti, gray, O, red, Au, yellow, O2 molecule, pink. (a) The O2

molecule is interacting only with the gold NP. (b) The O2 molecule is at
the NP/support boundary.

Fig. 5 Energy profiles for the CO oxidation reaction of Au10/Y-doped
TiO2 (101) surface models. (Left) One step mechanism CO assisted O2

dissociation. (Right) Two steps mechanism, with formation of a per-
oxo-type CO–O2 complex (right). The insets show themost important
structure on the reaction profiles.
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density is transferred to antibonding orbitals, the O–O weakens
and, correspondingly, the bond distance increases with respect
to free O2 as shown in Table 2. This effect is larger in the
Y-doped models where we have a very reactive O2

� species ready
to interact with any incoming CO molecule. The data in Table 2
also allow us to shed light on the observed decrease in CO
conversion in wet conditions (see Fig. 1). In the presence of
water in the reactive ow some of the Ov sites will be occupied
by hydroxyl groups, therefore displacing the Au NP from the Ov

site. In these conditions (Y–TiO2$3H2O (OH) model) the O2

adsorption energy signicantly decreases to �0.41 eV and the
charge transferred from the Au NP is also much lower (0.26 e-).
This results in an O2 molecule only slightly perturbed, not
strongly bound to the surface and not activated for reaction with
CO. The values of adsorption energies for CO and O2 suggest
that if both gases are in contact with the surface, the CO and the
O2 are adsorbed on top and bottom positions respectively. The
strong electronic transfer from the cluster to the O2 results in a
decrease in the donor capacity of the gold NP, being the s-
donation the most important component in the Au–CO bond.
The low effect of the p-backdonation of the metallic particle to
the CO molecule explains the high frequency of the observed
band in DRIFT spectra, and it is consistent with the peroxide
intermediate proposed by some authors for the CO oxidation
reaction.14 To complete this analysis, we will, nally, examine
the CO oxidation mechanism on a model Au10 NP deposited on
Y-doped TiO2 (101) surface.

The rate-limiting step in the CO oxidation reaction catalyzed
by Au/oxide surface systems is the dissociation of the O2

molecule.44,48 In principle, two mechanisms can be proposed:
an O2 dissociation taking place without help from the CO
molecule; or, more commonly, an assisted mechanism where
the COmolecule helps in the O2 dissociation (Fig. 5). Regarding
the rst mechanism, our calculations show that the O2 disso-
ciation process is slightly endothermic by 0.10–0.24 eV,
depending on the initial conguration considered. The O2

activation is related to the charge transfer that takes place from
the Au NP to the O2 molecule adsorbed at the NP/surface
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
interface previously discussed. However, the activation barrier
for the process is quite high, 1.05–1.17 eV, and is similar to
other values reported in the literature.49,50

The CO assisted mechanism has been previously proposed
in different reports with two variants. Remediakis et al.51

proposed a concerted mechanism in which the reaction
between co-adsorbed CO and O2 molecules, is accompanied by
the rupture of the O–O bond and the CO2 formation, all taking
place in a single step. Molina et al.,52 and Hernandez et al.14

suggested a two-step mechanism, with formation of a peroxo-
like intermediate complex O2/CO that subsequently leads to
CO2, that desorbs, and an oxygen atom bound to the surface.
We have explored both mechanisms starting from different
initial congurations for the CO adsorption site and the reac-
tion proles are summarized in Fig. 5.

In both cases, the activation barriers are clearly smaller than
that found for the direct O2 dissociation mechanism (0.64–0.83
eV, see Fig. 5) and the two-step mechanism is clearly preferred.
In the peroxo-like complex the O–O distance is further elon-
gated up to 1.522 Å, as a consequence of the electron donation
that takes place from the CO molecule to the antibonding
orbitals of the O2 molecule. This additional destabilization of
the O–O bond facilitates the O–O bond dissociation in a second
step of lower activation energy (0.06 eV only). Thus the rate-
determining step is now the attack of the O2 molecule by the CO
instead of the O–O bond dissociation.
Conclusions

In summary, by using catalytic activity measurements, charac-
terization by DRIFTS and plane-wave pseudopotential density
functional theory calculations, the role and dynamics of surface
oxygen vacancies on the mechanism of the catalytic CO oxida-
tion reaction by O2 has been successfully investigated. Experi-
mental data make clear that under dry and reactive ow
conditions, the surface gets dehydroxylated and, simulta-
neously, the gold NPs are redispersed on the surface. The
resulting solid is found to be more active for CO conversion in
the second reaction cycle at low temperature as consequence of
the observed redispersion of the Au NPs. The presence of water
RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 13145–13152 | 13149
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in the reactive ow is found to inhibit the surface dehydrox-
ylation, and no modications were detected in a second cycle of
reaction.

Employing density functional theory calculations and slab
models of a Y-doped TiO2 (101) anatase surface a microscopic
understanding of the surface dynamics, the role of surface
oxygen vacancies in the gold redispersion and on the activation
of the O2 molecule has been accomplished. It is found that
while there should be a competition between the OH and the Au
NP to occupy the surface oxygen vacancy sites, when the surface
gets dehydrated the adsorption energy of gold NP on these sites
notably increases. This explains the observed redispersion of
the gold on the TiO2–Y support under reaction conditions.

Moreover, our theoretical calculations predict a surface to Au
charge transfer upon adsorption at the Ov site. A closer exami-
nation of the microscopic CO oxidation shows that upon CO
adsorption, there is a charge reorganization inside the Au NP,
resulting in a higher electron density at the Au NP/TiO2 inter-
face that play an essential role in the activation of the O2

molecule. Upon O2 molecule adsorption, a charge transfer to
the O2 antibonding orbitals takes place, resulting in a weak-
ening of the O–O bond, manifested in a signicant lengthening
of the bond distance with respect to free O2. This electronic
transfer implies a high positive charge on the gold particle and
justies the appearance of the band at 2194 cm�1 when CO and
O2 are in contact with the surface.

The reaction mechanism is found to proceed through the
formation of a peroxo-like complex, where the O–O bond
strength is further decreased. The rate-limiting step is found to
be the formation of this peroxo-like complex, but with an
energetic barrier signicantly lower than for a direct O2 disso-
ciation mechanism previously proposed. The DFT analysis also
show that when water is present in the reactive ow, some Au
NP will be displaced from the Ov sites reducing the number of
available sites for O2 adsorption. At the same time the electron
density transfer from the Au NP to the O2 molecule is signi-
cantly reduced. Both facts explain the lower activity found for
the catalysts under wet conditions.

Experimental
Synthetic procedures

The support was synthesized by a sol–gel method using tita-
nium tert-butoxyde and yttrium nitrate as metallic precursors.
The used hydrolysis agent was a mixture H2O/NH3 (28.5/1 ratio)
and the solvent 1-buthanol. The excess of solvent was elimi-
nated by Soxhlet solid–liquid extraction and the obtained solid
was calcined at 300 �C for 2 h. The incorporation of 1 wt% of
gold to the support was carried out using chloroauric acid
(ALDRICH) as metallic source by a deposition–precipitation
method. The pH of a solution of the acid precursor was adjusted
to 7 by adding NaOH 0.1 M, then, the support was added and
the solution maintained at constant temperature during
3 hours. Finally, the solid was washed until Cl-disappearance
and the solid dried and calcined for 2 h at 300 �C. The procedure
of preparation of both support and catalyst are detailed
elsewhere.34
13150 | RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 13145–13152
Characterization

The BET specic surface area of the solid was determined by N2

adsorption at liquid nitrogen temperature in a Micromeritics
ASAP 2010 apparatus. The samples degasication was carried
out at 150 �C for 2 hours in vacuum. The solid structure was
studied by XRD using a Siemens Kristalloex D-501 diffrac-
tometer working with Cu-Ka radiation (l ¼ 1.5404 Å) in
continuous scan mode over a 2q range of 20–80� using a step
size of 0.05� and a step time of 1.0 s. The chemical composition
was determined by X-ray uorescence (XRF) with a Siemens SRS
3000 sequential spectrophotometer equipped with a rhodium
tube. The measurements were performed onto pressed pellets
(sample included 10 wt% of wax).
Catalytic activity

A conventional continuous ow U-shaped glass reactor working
at atmospheric pressure was used to measure the catalytic
activity of the solid. A thermocouple in contact with the catalytic
bed (about 80 mg of solid placed between two plugs of glass
wool) assures the right measurement and the correct control of
the temperature during the light-off experiments. A set of mass
ow controllers (Bronkhorst) were used to prepare the activa-
tion (21% O2 in He) and reaction (3.4% CO and 21% O2,
balanced by He) ows at a total ow rate of 42 mL min�1. For
the tests in wet conditions, the reactive ow was forced to pass
through a water saturator at room temperature before to be sent
to the reactor. In these conditions, the water content in the
reactive mixture is about 2 vol%. The in situ activation of the
solids was carried out at 300 �C (10 �C min�1) during 1 hour.
Then, the temperature was decreased to room temperature and
the light-off curves started. The gaseous ow becoming from the
reactor was analyzed by a BalzersThermostarbench top mass
spectrometer controlled by the soware BalzersQuadstar 422
with capabilities for quantitative analysis. The gases, 99.997%
pure, were provided by Air Liquide.
DRIFTS-MS measurements

Studies of the surface under reactive conditions were performed
in a DRIFT (Diffuse Reectance Infrared Fourier Spectroscopy)
cell coupled to a mass spectrometer (BalzersThermostar) in
similar conditions (gas ow and temperature) to those used in
the classical reactor. The DRIFT chamber (Spectra-Tech 101)
with SeZn windows was coupled to a Thermo Nicolet Nexus
infrared spectrometer with KBr optics and a MCT/B detector
working at liquid nitrogen temperature. Spectra (64 scans per
spectrum and 4 cm�1) were recorded every 2 minutes during the
reaction and the gas mixture becoming from the cell-reactor
was continuously analyzed by mass spectrometry.
Theoretical models and computational details

To model the extended nature of these surfaces, periodic three-
dimensional DFT calculations were carried out using the VASP
4.6 code52–55 with the projector augmented wave (PAW)
method.56,57 In these calculations, the energy was obtained using
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) implementation
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 6 The 3 � 3 supercell model of a TiO2 (110) anatase surface used
in this study. Atoms colors: Ti, gray, O, red.
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of DFT proposed by Perdew et al.58 and the electronic states were
expanded using plane wave basis set with a cutoff of 400 eV. A
spin-polarized formalism has been used when we were dealing
with single gold adatoms or when the system included the O2

molecule. Forces on the ions were calculated through the
Hellmann–Feyman theorem, including the Harris–Foulkes
correction to forces.59 Iterative relaxation of the atomic
positions was stopped when the forces on the atoms were less
than 0.05 eV Å�1.

Anatase TiO2 (101) slab models with two O–Ti–O trilayers
and 14 Å vacuum width were used to describe the support, as
previous experimental and theoretical studies have shown that
the (101) plane is the most stable low index surface of anatase
TiO2.60,61 Given that numerous initial geometries for CO and O2

adsorption were to be explored with different gold aggregates
and with or without the simultaneous presence of OH at the
surface, the width of the slab model was limited to two O–Ti–O
trilayers, as indicated. For the initial studies of CO and O2

adsorption on Au adatoms and Au4 nanoparticles (NP) the
supercell dimensions were 3 � 3 in the [010] and [10�1] direc-
tions, respectively (see Fig. 6).

In this model, following the conclusions of previous work34

and to have dopant loadings similar to those experimentally
found, six Ti atoms were substituted by Y atoms and three
oxygen vacancies (Ov) sites were created. To examine the CO
oxidation reaction mechanism a larger supercell of dimensions
4 � 3 in the [010] and [10�1] directions was used. Eight Ti atoms
were substituted in this model by Y atoms and four Ov sites were
created. A large Au10 NP, similar in size to the smallest gold NP
experimentally characterized62 was deposited on this surface. In
all cases the Brillouin zone was sampled at the G point. To
analyze the charge transfer upon adsorption a Bader type
analysis was performed.63–65 Up to four different models of the
anatase TiO2 (101) surface were used: undoped and dehydrated,
designed as TiO2 in the data tables, undoped and hydrated,
shown as TiO2$H2O, Y-doped dehydrated mode, shown as
Y–TiO2, and Y-doped and hydrated, designed as Y–TiO2$H2O.
From this last surface, and for the adsorption of CO an O2

molecules, two different models were derived, depending on
whether the Au NP was (indicated by Au at the model denomi-
nation in the data tables) or was not (OH) occupying an Ov site.
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